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THREE SOCIO-ECONOMIC TRENDS RESHAPING OUR WORLD
Introduction

by an average of 65 million people annually during the past

Everything is in motion, always. In this flux, you are

three decades, the equivalent of adding nearly three South

required to decide what to continue doing the same, what to

Africas a year to the world’s cities. China added 13.1 million

do differently, and what to discard altogether.

new urban jobs in 2016.

This is called ‘management’.

Chart 1 - AFRICA: The last ‘young’ continent
In this edition of MactroTrends, we want to make you aware
of three dominant macro-shifts we have to manage. They
disrupt long-established patterns in every aspect of our lives.
They catch professional forecasters routinely unawares. And
they prove the rear-view mirror regularly inaccurate.
These are trends we all have to adjust to, as individuals,

The IMF reported that Africa hosted six of the top 10 fastest

The ‘southern shift’ may have a bigger positive impact

growing economies in the world in the last decade.

on South Africa than we may appreciate. We have a lot
to offer. Among others, a remarkable infrastructure,

Against this backdrop of growing Third World prominence

compared to the bulk of the emerging world – and the lure

and urbanisation, global trade patterns are due to change.

of cost-competitiveness; South Africa was rated the most

China is leading the charge in this regard; the country is

affordable country to do business in out of 61 countries in

in the process of rebalancing its economy, endeavouring

2016, as measured by the International Institute of Manager

to shift the composition of its economy away from fixed

Development. We offer a stable political entry point to Africa

investment activity towards greater household consumption.

and a sophisticated financial hub from which to approach

This fundamental shift in structure of the Chinese economy

business in Africa. More than 39 million passengers

from industrialisation (and accompanied commodity imports)

passed through SA’s nine airports in 2016 (11 million

to consumption is already well advanced, as evident in the

international travellers) – setting a new traffic record. Our

sharp drop in its imports in recent years (Chart 2).

air infrastructure ranks 10th in the world.

Trend 2: An ageing
population

Chart 2 - CHINA IMPORTS: Less investment spending, more consumption

business leaders and policy makers. We need to stay
cognisant of their second and third order effects as they

The world population is

feed upon one another. And we need to employ them

getting older. Globally,

productively to ensure our ongoing success.

life expectancy has been
trending higher for a

Trend 1: Third-World character conversion

number of decades and

The first trend is the shifting of the locus of economic activity

was recently recorded

and dynamism to emerging markets. The ‘Third World’ is

at just over 70 years -

closing in on the premier league. It has been discussed for

having been as low as 45

long, but is taking off faster than we had thought possible.

years shortly after the
Second World War and 31

Numerous emerging market countries are going through

in 1900. South Africa’s

simultaneous industrial and urban revolutions, shifting the

life expectancy today

center of the world economy east and south at a speed

stands at just under 65.

never before witnessed.
As recently as 2000, 95 percent of the world’s largest
international companies were headquartered in developed
economies. By 2025, when China will be home to more
large companies than either the United States or Europe,
McKinsey’s research shows that nearly half of the world’s
large companies will be headquartered in emerging markets.
Growth is moving away from the First World—to Asia, Latin
America, the Middle East – and maybe sooner than we think,

Urbanisation is a reality at home as well: Around 64 percent

to Africa as well.

of South Africans currently live in the country’s urban centres
– most of who are under the age of 40. It is a much higher

The World Bank expects most African countries to reach

level of urbanisation than that of China (54%), India (32%),

middle-income status by 2025. And its young population

and Nigeria (47%).

offers the consumer market and labour force that other
continents are increasingly lacking (Chart 1).

Nearly half of global GDP growth between 2010 and 2025
will come from 440 cities in emerging markets — 95 percent

Perhaps equally important, the nucleus of economic activity

of them small- and medium-size cities that many Western

is shifting within these markets. People and economic activity

executives may not even have heard of and couldn’t point

move to cities. The global urban population has been rising

to on a map. Our own continent participates in this trend.
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This economic metamorphosis of the emerging world is

A decline in the fertility rate and breakthroughs in the

facilitating a significant shift in all forms of ‘flows’. Instead of

development and distribution of medicine underpin this

a series of lines connecting major trading hubs in Europe and

trend. Japan and Russia have seen their populations decline

North America, the global trading system has expanded into

over the past few years, while this demographic deficit is

a complex, intricate, sprawling web. Asia is becoming the

now spreading to China and soon will reach Latin America.

world’s largest trading region. ‘South–south’ flows between

South Africa’s population growth rate corresponds with

emerging markets have doubled their share of global trade

this trend and currently stands at a 50-year low (Chart 3).

over the past decade. The volume of trade between China

Inversely, in the rest of Africa, the number of working-age

and Africa rose from $10 billion in 2000 to more than $300

Africans is expected to grow by 800 million in the next 35

billion in 2016. (Currently, South Africa is China’s largest

years - an explosion that carries with it the potential for a

trading partner in Africa).

sustained economic boom.

Global capital flows expanded 25 times between 1980 and

As about 60 percent of the world’s population now lives in

2007 – and is slowly busy to recover after the 2008 financial

countries with fertility rates below the replacement rate, for

crisis. Some 230 million people now live outside their

the first time in human history, ageing could mean that the

native countries (highest ever at 3.2% of global population),

planet’s population will plateau in most of the world. The EU

suggesting that expatriate opportunities outweigh the

for instance expects that, by 2060, Germany’s population

psychological benefits of rootedness, proximity to family and

will shrink by one-fifth. The peak world population growth

a sense of cultural affinity.

rate was reached in the late 1960s, and it has been falling
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since. In 1950, the average woman in less developed regions

by 2050, the expected ratio is four workers for each person

users in its first year and that number multiplied 100 times

executives to make decisions and commit resources much

had 6,2 children over her lifetime; today she has 2,6. With a

over 64.

over the next five years. China’s mobile text- and voice-

more quickly.

messaging service WeChat has 300 million users, more than

population increase of over 400 percent in the 20th century,
growth will slow considerably in the 21st century. Within the

This change in the world’s age profile implies a change in

next century, it is expected to rise by only 50 percent (11

the nature of economic growth. The lack of young entrants

billion people by 2100).

to the labour market will accelerate labour-eliminating

Chart 3 - SA BIRTH RATE: The “Europe of Africa” in terms of population growth

the entire adult population of the United States.

utilised. There is however one caveat to the ‘exponential
Accelerated adoption invites accelerated innovation.

economy’: It has led to a political fallout of note. Populist

production techniques – and require

Processing power and connectivity are only part of the

and nationalist forces are making significant gains in

more leniency towards immigration.

story. Their impact is multiplied by the concomitant data

democratic states. A total of 67 countries suffered net

An increasing amount of resources,

revolution, which places unprecedented amounts of

declines in political rights and civil liberties in 2016,

notably in the healthcare domain,

information in the hands of consumers and businesses alike,

compared with 36 that registered gains. This marked

will have to be diverted to the

and the proliferation of technology-enabled business models,

the 11th consecutive year in which declines outnumbered

elderly population. Credit markets

from online retail platforms like Alibaba to car-summoning

improvements.

will have to adjust, as older people

apps like Uber. More data has been created in the past

use credit much more sparingly

two years than in the entire previous history of the human

While in past years the declines in freedom were generally

compared with newly employed

race, and it is estimated that within five years there will

concentrated among autocracies and dictatorships that

younger people. The property

be over 50 billion smart connected devices in the world, all

simply went from bad to worse, in 2016 it was established

market will have to adapt to cater

developed to collect, analyse and share data. Spending on

democracies that dominated the list of countries that

for the needs of older people.

cloud computing will grow by more than 20% a year to 2020

suffered setbacks (Chart 5). In fact, countries considered

(seven times as fast as overall IT spending).

‘free’ accounted for a larger share of the countries with
declines than at any time in the past decade. Nearly one-

One major mindshift to take place
is around retirement age; people

Thanks to these mutually amplifying forces, more and

quarter of the countries registering declines were in Europe.

will have to work longer and the

more people will enjoy a golden age of gadgetry, of instant

Against this background, world press freedom declined to its

workplace will have to change its

communication, and of apparently boundless information.

lowest point in 12 years.

structure to accommodate and

Technology offers the promise

On its own, the rise in life expectancy is a gift to humanity.

welcome valuable older participants who aren’t busy building

of economic progress for billions

The problem is the dependency ratio it causes. For

careers and who are not interested in a position in the

in emerging economies at a

example, the youth dependency ratio (that is the number of

corporate ladder, but who has skills to sell. Incentives to

speed that would have been

youngsters as a percentage of the total population aged 15

‘retire early’ will have to be reviewed.

unimaginable without the mobile

Chart 5 - DECLINE IN FREEDOM: Largest 10-year declines

Internet. Twenty years ago, less

to 64) has fallen sharply from around 48% in 1960 to around

Trend 3: Normal speed to exponential
leaping…to anger

than 3 percent of the world’s

the growth in average household incomes. In contrast, the
elderly dependency ratio (that is the number of dependents

The third source of disruption of life as we have gotten used

now two-thirds of the world’s

over the age of 65 as a percentage of the total employable

to it before the 90’s, is the acceleration in the scope, scale,

population has one, and one-

population), has risen sharply from a mere 14% in 1960 to

and economic impact of technology. Technology—from the

third of all humans are able to

25% in 2016 (Chart 4). Globally, the dependency ratio in

printing press to the steam engine and the Internet—has

communicate on the Internet (the

1970 was 10 workers for each individual over age 64, but

always been a great force in overturning the status quo.

total number of worldwide mobile

26% in 2016. The declining birth rate corresponds with

These advances are wonderful and should be welcomed and

Chart 4 - DEVELOPED MARKETS DEPENDENCY RATIO: Declining newcomers to
finance increasing old-timers

population had a mobile phone;

The difference today is

users will surpass 6.1 billion in

the sheer ubiquity of

2020).

technology in our lives
and the speed of change.

Technology allows businesses to
start and gain scale with stunning
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It took more than 50

speed while using relatively

years after the telephone

little capital. Entrepreneurs and

was invented until half

start-ups now frequently enjoy

of American homes had

advantages over large, established

one. It took radio 38

businesses. The furious pace

years to attract 50 million

of technological adoption and

listeners. But Facebook

innovation is shortening the life

attracted 6 million

cycle of companies and forcing
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At the root of this inertia sits the labour insecurities brought

certain substances in crime-scene investigations and other

The march to universal inter-connectivity: According

the entire Facebook population actually click on or engage

about by the techno-infiltrated economic model. The worker

scientific applications, according to a new study. A team

to the UN, nearly half of the world’s population will be using

with posts that brands put out.

class feels betrayed by technological alienation, the global

of researchers has bioengineered a living material that

the internet by 2017. The numbers will remain concentrated

economy and growing inequality. Regions used to the most

will light up when in contact with certain chemicals, using

in the developed world (of which about 80% use the

Now that the hype has died down…what comes next?

comfort (such as ‘old Europe’) and traditional industries

fluorescence, when they come into contact with different

internet). In developing countries, only about 40% are

High-end smartwatches may be the primary casualty as

(such as mid-America) rebel the most. Populist leaders

chemicals. So far, the researchers have injected the

connected. About 10% of the world’s internet users are in

growth starts to slow in the wearable device market. The US

thrive in societies gripped by apprehension, discontent

hydrogel into gloves and bandages, but they say the living

Africa – whereas the continent is home to over 15% of the

saw 24% growth in 2016, versus an original forecast of 60%.

and fear. Especially when there is an increasing sense

substance could be applied to crime scene investigations,

world’s total population. In South Africa, it is estimated that

While smartwatches were initially expected to lead the pack,

that government and the elite ignore public concerns.

medical diagnostics, pollution monitoring and more.

over 50% of the total population (28 million) is considered

the simplicity of basic wearables have proven to be more

an active internet user, along with 85 million mobile

popular. These basic wearables, primarily fitness bands,

economic victims while they scapegoat refugees, immigrant

A transparent world: With parallels to the Samsung Note

connections. Only 3% own a TV streaming product (e.g

accounted for 85% of sales in 2016. Analysts noted ‘Unlike

communities and minorities. Unfortunately, they seldom

7 smartphone controversy, Ford recently found themselves

Apple TV) and 1% own a wearable. The majority (92%) of

other device categories, wearable devices have struggled

make the problem better.

caught flat footed and scrambling after reports of their Kuga

South Africa’s adult population owns a phone (dumb, feature

to gain traction beyond early adopters. Smartwatches, on a

models catching fire. After 48 reported incidents (the first

or smartphone). As of 2016, Facebook have more than 14

larger scale, have failed to impress customers’. Motorola and

of which occurred in December 2015), Ford announced a

million SA users (1.2 billion worldwide)

Huawei both exited the market in 2016, while Pebble and

These leaders capitalise on the cultural preferences of the

TECHNOLOGY POINTERS

Vector were absorbed by others.

safety recall in January 2017. Sources claim that Ford had
Banks becoming technology hubs: With the launch of

been aware of the problem since 2014, but deemed it not

A killer spin: A robot in Japan, called FORPHEUS, was

the Contract Intelligence program in late 2016, JPMorgan

important enough to address at the time. While the actual

named the first robot table tennis tutor for its ability to play

The continuing rise of the ‘new hotel industry’: AirBnB

was able to do in seconds what took lawyers 360,000 hours.

‘incident rate’ for this model is only 1% (48 out of a possible

and teach the sport. Guinness World Record officials said

South Africa saw a traffic increase of 250% y.o.y between

The software, which interprets commercial-loan agreements,

4556 vehicles manufactured between 2012-2014), it again

the robot’s unique technological intelligence and educational

2015 and 2016 (100% the year earlier), with guests split

is part of the bank’s initiative to be leaders in technology

demonstrates how easily negligence and indifference can

capabilities earned it the title. The record-breaking robot

almost equally between international and domestic travellers

across financial services – and to find new sources of

damage a brand – and how you cannot get away with it in

uses vision and motion sensors to track a match, with

(international travellers accounted for more than 70% of

revenue, while reducing expenses and risks. They’ve

the age of connectivity.

cameras following the ball 80 times per second. Beyond

SA bookings in 2016). Over 32 000 South Africans used

game play, the cameras also help FORPHEUS in its role as a

the service when travelling overseas; more than double

in - among other things - big data, robotics and cloud

A swipe away: According to PayPal, domestic online

teacher. The robot can project an image of where the ball will

the amount the previous year. Locally, the average host is

infrastructure.

spending will reach R54 billion in 2018 (up 17% from 2017

land to help a competitor or student. Algorithms and artificial

44-years-old (61% female), the average guest aged 37, and

estimates, which is up 24% from 2016). An additional R8.8

intelligence also allow FORPHEUS to rate players, assessing

the average length of a stay 5 nights. A report by AirBnb

Emerging ‘solar-panel trajectory’ of electric vehicles:

billion is expected to be spent internationally in 2017 (most

their gameplay to better tailor the lessons.

noted that “More than 40% of guest spending takes place

While electric vehicles still represent just 0.15% of the global

purchases will be US-based, followed by China and UK).

on-road fleet, worldwide sales in 2016 were up more than

Purchases through smartphones have been experiencing

Expanding their edge: After its initial launch in late 2016,

revealed that a property in Durban‚ which would take 167

1,000% since 2010. Electric vehicles could make up 15-

unprecedented growth: Following a jump of 65% in total

UberEats is set to expand its reach in Johannesburg and

months to recuperate value via traditional rental methods‚

35% of total new vehicle sales globally by 2040, according

spend in 2016, mobile spending is expected to increase

Cape Town. Available between 7am and 10pm, the service

would take just 18 months via Airbnb.

to the IHS Markit group. In South Africa, it is estimated that

another 128% in 2018. SA’s online spending currently runs

allows customers to order from restaurants that are up to

there are around 500 electric vehicles on our roads (out

at R37.1 billion p.a. (1.8% of total spend).

3.5km away, with an average delivery time of 30 minutes.

The virtual illusion: In an age of superfast computers and

The service is currently available in 50 cities around the

interconnected everything, the only sure way to protect

established ‘technology hubs’, allowing teams to specialise

of 7 million), with roughly 70 charging stations situated

in the neighbourhood where they stay”. Research by Nested

throughout the country. A recent fuel-economy study, based

Invisible electricity sockets: What if you could wirelessly

world. Customers are charged a fixed delivery fee of R20,

the integrity of election results is to return to paper and

on an annual mileage of 30 000 km, compared conventional

recharge all your gadgets by simply being in your bedroom?

while restaurants pay Uber a 20-30% fee per order.

pen. That is the view of Sijmen Ruwhof, an ethical or

vehicle costs vs. electric, and found that the equivalent

The anxiety caused by a low-battery notification would be a

of R22 320 in annual petrol costs, would translate to just

thing of the past. Disney Research has created a room that

The ineffectiveness of ‘static’ advertising: Advertising

election’s commission computer software was riddled with

R4,620 if you were to charge your vehicle. The car is still

can provide free-roaming wireless electricity to any number

agency Zenith predicts that global advertising expenditure on

vulnerabilities. He spent just one evening examining the

expensive though. The total-cost-of-ownership is expected

of devices. The research team funnels 1900 watts of energy

social media will account for 20% of all internet advertising

OSV software, developed for the Dutch government by

to remain a thorny issue for the next decade, at which point

into a room with an efficiency between 40 to 95 percent.

in 2019 (reaching $50 billion and nearly equalling that

a German company, via an online YouTube explanatory

the cost-comparison scale should start to see

Crucial to their efforts is the room itself, which was purpose-

of newspaper ads). While spending has increased, there

video, finding 25 weak points. “It seemed to be completely

dramatic changes.

built for this experiment (your bedroom will have to wait).

appears to be a paradox when it comes to user engagement.

insecure. I was quite shocked that we run our democracy,

Although Disney has not developed a machine that will free

According to ComScore, only 8% of internet users account

our election process based on very vulnerable software,”

The intensifying affair between life and technology:

you from chargers they have completely done away with the

for 85% of clicks on ads. That means approximately 90%

he told AFP. Within days of the report, the interior ministry

One day, glowing gloves made of a living material could

need for sockets.

of people are seeing and consuming the content but not

announced ballots cast by the 12.9 million eligible voters

clicking. Facebook produce similar numbers - only 10% of

would now be hand counted – abandoning the computer

replace the CSI-style black lights currently used to detect
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“white hat” hacker, who last month revealed that the Dutch
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system in use since 2009. In the past six months there

decades of revenue decline. The success of the subscription-

had been hundreds of attempted cyber-attacks on Dutch

model has far exceeded the expectations of analysts: the

companies and government agencies. Most were believed to

average cost of a one-year subscription - $120 - is more

have been carried out by Russian, Chinese and

than the average consumer spends on CDs, even at its peak

Iranian hackers.

in 1999 (the same year Napster was unveiled). By 2020, it
is projected that streaming revenue will have doubled, and

The cost of mismanagement: Yahoo looks set to lose out

account for at least 60% of the music market.

on $350 million following the company’s mishandling of two
security breaches that exposed the personal information of

The evolution of the revolution: The tablet market

more than 1 billion users. Verizon, which in 2016 agreed

has entered unknown territory – it’s maturing and losing

to purchase Yahoo’s core business for $4.8 billion, revised

steam. After the initial tablet boom, more users are now

their offer after revelations late last year of major breaches

holding onto their tablets longer (viewing them more like

in 2013 and 2014. Investigators concluded that senior

PC upgrades), opting instead to upgrade their smartphones

management failed to act sufficiently, were negligent, and

(often times with larger screens, making tablets even

that their security protocols were lax and outdated. Reports

less compelling) or laptops. While the iPad remains the

noted that security operations routinely took a back seat

market leader – 1 out of every 4 tablets shipped – sales

as the company grappled with business operations. As

of the device have dropped for 12 successive quarters.

part of the revised offer, Yahoo will remain responsible for

Global tablet sales were down 15% in 2016. Recent market

shareholder lawsuits and further investigations related

research has shown that a heavier emphasis is now being

to the breach.

placed on functionality – with 11% of users switching to
hybrid-tablets (with a dedicated or detachable keyboard) –

Full circle: The internet, originally blamed for the downfall

for a more laptop-like experience.

of the music industry, now looks set to be its saviour. With
music streaming services recently surpassing 105 million
paying subscribers, the industry is expected to celebrate its
second successive year of growth in 2017, after nearly two
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